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Abstract—Over the past years, the visualization of large and
complex data sets brought up various Visual Analytics (VA)
tools in order to solve domain-specific tasks. These VA tools
are typically implemented as individual software components
in data-flow-oriented models, meaning that data is transferred
from one component to the next. While most VA frameworks
rely on a monolithic architecture with features for the inte-
gration of specialized analysis methods, we consider a loose
coupling of independent applications, where autonomous VA
tools are used in predefined analysis sequences. To this end,
we provide a characterization of the data exchange process
among individual VA tools in the form of a taxonomy. This
taxonomy can be used as a checklist to identify characteristics
and improve the data flow of one’s own multi-tool VA setup.
For this purpose, we conducted a systematic investigation of the
individual aspects of data exchange that are commonly found
across different usage scenarios. We apply our taxonomy to
three existing multi-tool frameworks, the open-source library
ReVize, the toolchain editor AnyProc, and the visualization
and monitoring framework Plant@Hand3D.

Index Terms—Data Analysis, Visual Analytics, Data Exchange

1. Introduction

Visual Analytics (VA) tools are available in a variety
of proprietary or open-source software, from analysis li-
braries [1] to full-fledged frameworks [2]. A common ab-
straction to be found in these VA solutions is that of a data-
flow modeling how data is exchanged between individual
software components (often termed operators) of a VA
framework. This conceptual understanding of data being
funneled through a series of operators, each making its
changes and then handing the results off to the next operator,
was first captured in Chi’s Data State Reference Model [3].
Heer and Agrawala later enshrined it in the Operator design
pattern for visualization software [4], which stands at the
core of many of today’s VA solutions, such as KNIME [5]
or VisFlow [6].

Today, specialized application domains require specific
analysis methods that are often not included in the generic
VA frameworks. Instead multiple, developed standalone
tools are used within their respective application domain.
This is the point where the conventional intra-tool data-
flow model ends, and the jerry-rigging of some form of
inter-tool data exchange via custom scripts starts. Conse-
quently, the need for a more structured and reusable form of
data exchange between independent applications is echoed
throughout many application fields from biology [7] to
geosciences [8].

Some approaches to exchange data across tools have
been explored in the past. For example, North and Shnei-
derman’s Snap-Together visualizations [9] use an underly-
ing relational database system as a central broker among
independent tools. Whereas Rogowitz and Matasci’s Meta-
Data Mapper [10] utilizes a service-based infrastructure to
distribute data to multiple tools. Yet, these software archi-
tectural considerations are only one side of the coin. The
other side being how the tools are actually used together:
Are the tools used only once or repeatedly, subsequently
or concurrently, symmetrically or asymmetrically, etc.? We
strongly believe that these two sides of the same coin must
match each other – i.e., the underlying architecture must
be a good fit to enact the necessary prerequisites for data
exchange for a given cross-tool VA usage scenario.

In this paper, we systematically investigate how data
exchange between independent VA tools can be realized.
By answering the five W-questions of What kind of data is
exchanged?, Why, Where, and When is it exchanged?, and
finally Which type of access is granted to the tool? we create
a taxonomy that describes the most important characteristics
of data exchange. Such a taxonomy can be advantageous in
several ways. Kerracher and Kennedy [11] point out that
taxonomies help us to specify the “space of possible” and
make sense of what already exists. Moreover, they argue that
taxonomies provide a common vocabulary that allows us
to describe and compare different approaches. In particular,
taxonomies can help systematize the design by abstracting
from domain specifics and underlying technologies. With
our taxonomy of data exchange between VA tools, we aim to



support the evaluation, comparison, and design of different
exchange strategies. To substantiate these aspects, we apply
our taxonomy to three demonstrating examples.

2. Related Work

Each software or hardware solution for VA has three
layers that must fulfill the analyst’s requirements: data man-
agement, analytics, and visualization [12]. These three layers
cover separate research areas on their own, each coming
with its own significant challenges [13]–[15]. As a result,
research questions regarding these layers are often dealt with
in isolation, developing solutions that work on one layer, but
are ill-fitting for the others.

Recently, data management and analysis tools have
begun to converge through the use of multiple technolo-
gies, including grids, cloud computing, and general-purpose
graphics processing [12], [16]. Therefore, data management
and visual analysis get involved in the creation of data-
flow-oriented models. In 1995, Lee and Parks [17] intro-
duced one of the most common data-flow models for VA
systems, and it is still widely used in various visualization
systems, including ConMan [18], AVS [19], SCIRun [20],
and VTK-based systems such as Paraview [21], VisIt [22],
and VisTrails [23]. These systems incorporate different data
management, analysis, and visualization operators into an
overall system, and implement the data exchange between
these modules in a system-specific manner. However, when
it comes to conducting data analysis using a number of
independent VA tools, such system-specific solutions are no
longer applicable.

The idea of analyzing data across a set of multiple
independent tools in a sequential form is well established
and captured in the concept of analysis pipelines. In contrast,
more flexible analysis scenarios of using different tools
repeatedly in a back-and-forth manner or even concurrently
in a side-by-side manner have only recently been introduced
[24], [25]. The main idea behind them is to generalize the
unidirectional linear analysis pipeline into a more encom-
passing graph model, representing VA tools as its nodes, and
different communication layers between VA tools as directed
edges. The subsequent use of VA tools charts a path through
that graph, which we call toolchain [26]. These toolchains
describe a flexible, loose coupling of tools that follows a
specific analysis process, rather than their integration into
an “all-encompassing” VA system. However, it is hardly
investigated in more detail how the data can be exchanged
between such individual VA tools. As for most visualization
systems, data exchange is usually expected to work, but far
away from a systematic treatment. This might be due to the
overlap with the area of data management.

Data management is a longstanding research topic of
computer science with the goal to ensure data consistency,
avoid duplication and handle data transactions in a formal
way. Most traditional database management systems rely on
relational database models to exchange and integrate data by
exploiting a highly optimized and standardized data access
interface through the SQL query language. Over the past

years, modern solutions such as data warehousing, OLAP
(On-Line Analytical Processing), and data mining have been
applied in this area more often, as these techniques are
intended to support visualizations, strategic analyses, and
decision processes. Obstacles for data management stem
from the fact that data sets are often very large and growing
incrementally, while their sources are heterogeneous, au-
tonomous, and typically distributed. It becomes increasingly
complex to provide unified and transparent access to large
volumes of data in an organized way.

Thus, the management and transformation of data are
an essential part of VA research, as described by Thomas
and Cook [27], Keim et al. [16], and Fekete [12]. Never-
theless, we found that data exchange between independent
VA tools is usually not discussed. This might be due to the
immense wealth of modern information systems in terms of
acquisition, computation, and storage, which are usually no
primary concerns for visualization research. In this paper,
we aim at bridging this gap by introducing a taxonomy to
characterize the data exchange among individual VA tools.

3. A Taxonomy of Data Exchange between VA
tools

Our taxonomy is meant to provide a classification of
data exchange between independent VA tools in order to
capture the range of possibilities by detailing their individual
characteristics. Our classification approach follows the Five
W’s Model [28] that asks for different aspects of a concept
through five questions of What?, Why?, Where?, When?, and
Who?. For our case, we adjusted the Who? into a Which?,
as we are talking about the communication between VA
tools instead of users. This leaves us with five characterizing
questions shown in Figure 1.

In the following, we look at these questions in detail
and identify common answers to each – i.e., the resulting
characteristics. For each of these characteristics, we then
discuss their implications for the data-flow-oriented analysis
between multiple VA tools in three demonstrating examples
summarized in Section 4.
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3.1. Data Characteristics

Data is a versatile term usually used for a certain
quantity of information ranging from a huge number of
values in a data source to a few parameters synchronized
between two applications. Starting from this basic idea about
data, we investigate the diversity of this term by answering
the following questions: What type of information can be
extracted from a data source?, What type of information is
commonly used by tools?, and What partition of information
should be exchanged?.

3.1.1. Informational Contents. If we talk about data for
visual analysis, we usually refer to it as some sort of vari-
ables that hold information about the usage scenario such
as n-dimensional vector fields, 3D geometry, or geospatial
sensor-data. However, this is not the only type of informa-
tional content that is used for analytical tasks.

A Data set is a collection of values, items, or facts,
which are described by primitives (for example numbers,
strings, or vectors) based on predefined value scales. This
refers to most information, which is stored in simple file
structures that either hold raw data, prepared data, focus
data, geometric data, or image data.

A Data descriptor, on the other side, encapsulates basic
information about the data set such as provenance infor-
mation, storage schemata, uncertainties, or general meta-
data [29]. This type of information can be used by the
overarching system during the subsequent analysis to au-
tomatically recognize possible data transformations, catego-
rize similar VA tools, or adequately parametrize views and
highlight or exclude data items. Examples of such metadata
are semantic information through tags or keywords as in
HTML or CSS elements, or editorial information such as
date, time, and authorship in stored documents.

3.1.2. Data Formats. Over the past years, countless data
formats have been proposed and even today, new file formats
are still being created in order to provide application-specific
properties. Combining data sources independent of their
origin is therefore a challenge, which is discussed in various
research papers [13], [30] and patent applications [31], [32].
In order to understand the fundamental differences of data
from an abstract view, it is therefore common to categorize
data on their structuredness.

Structured Data refers to organized information that
follows a predefined data model (also called schema) [33].
These types of data formats are typically used in rela-
tional databases management systems (RDBMS), where
fields store attributes in different columns of a table [34].
Common examples for structured data are reports, logs, tags,
or objects in large repositories (e.g. payroll, inventory, or
account management).

Unstructured Data is essentially the opposite as it in-
cludes data with no pre-defined schema [33]. Unstructured
data originates from machine- or human-generated infor-
mation and is categorized into two common types [34]:
Non-textual unstructured data are multimedia files such

as images, sounds, or videos while Textual unstructured
data define readable files such as email messages, office
documents, or metadata.

Semi-structured Data includes predefined structure ele-
ments such as tags or other markers and free-form unstruc-
tured components to separate semantic elements and enforce
hierarchies of records and fields within the correspond-
ing information [35], [36]. Therefore, it is also known as
schemaless or self-describing structure. Common examples
for semi-structured data formats are usually based on the
extensible Markup-Language (XML) or the Javascript object
notation (JSON).

3.1.3. Quantity of Exchanged Data. The previous sections
showed that the information within a data source can be di-
verse. In order to achieve a high-performing and responsive
coordination, it may be necessary to partition the number of
variables that are exchanged via the systems architecture. We
describe this quantity using three different characteristics.

A Full Data Exchange is the simplest solution for the
information transfer, as the entire data set is exchanged
as a whole. A common example are snapshots, which can
store the state of a system at a certain time [37]. This is
especially useful for a coherent analysis experience forward
and backward along toolchains.

A Segmented Data Exchange is used to enhance the
performance of toolchains. Therefore, data is split into seg-
ments over time to provide a fast and efficient information
processing. This is especially important for the progressive
refinement of visualizations [38]. The way in which segmen-
tation is performed depends strongly on the data type. For
example, while graph data is divided topologically, whereas
time data is partitioned into sensible intervals.

A Delta Data Exchange is carried out by exchanging
only a the changed part of the data source that is selected
based on the urgency or priority of operations. Examples
for this are small selections of groups or single parameter
manipulations in one VA tool that result in an immediate
update of the visual representation in another VA tool.

3.2. Function Characteristics

After knowing about the information within the ex-
changed data, the next task is to examine its function in the
exchange process. In this context, it is important to answer
the question: Why is data exchanged?

The Import and Export of data is the most fundamental
operation in our data exchange process, as we assume
that VA tools consume and produce information from data
sources. The full data set is thereby exchanged in order to
be used by the corresponding VA tool.

It is inevitable that information in a data source will
be changed during the analysis. This Modification of data is
commonly performed by saving the progress of one VA tool
within a file. Depending on the system’s infrastructure and
the quantity of information, data can thereby be exchanged
via full or segmented data exchange.



Another possible operation is the Update of information
by sending additional data in chunked segments to refresh
the visual representation. The transmission rate can be de-
fined by certain time intervals or triggered by specific action
events. An example of this would be streaming services,
where frequent updates are performed by sending the new
generated data over the system’s infrastructure to the corre-
sponding VA tool [39], [40].

Synchronization among tools refers to the process of
aligning data and parameters between them – i.e. a change
to the data in one of them will be reflected in the other. An
example of this would be the linking & brushing mecha-
nism [41], where selections in one tool trigger a highlighting
in another tool. This process is usually realized through a
bidirectional delta data exchange.

3.3. Topology Characteristics

So far, we considered data exchange as a communication
process. However, in order to perform the communication,
there needs to be some sort of medium. Thus, we need to
cover the questions Where is the data exchanged?, Where
does the data come from?, and Where is the data going?

3.3.1. Infrastructure. There are multiple software infras-
tructures for the data exchange between different tools.
However, all of these infrastructures can be divided in two
fundamental architectures.

A Centralized Architecture is a single software solution
that exchanges data between multiple VA tools through a
uniform platform. The typical way of pursuing this is by us-
ing a relational database that acts as model in a model-view-
controller mechanism. Examples for such a centralized data
storage are systems like Snap-together [9] or EdiFlow [42].
Another possibility for a centralized architecture is the em-
ployment of a service bus to broker messages among tools.
An example for such a service-oriented architectures is the
Metadata Mapper [10].

A Decentralized Architecture provides data exchange
through a variety of different mechanisms without a uniform
platform. Therefore, custom connectors are applied in order
to access content from websites or shared network data.
Common techniques for this are web mining and extensive
browsing as in Intertwine [43], or mashup tools like Mash-
room+ [44] or VisMashup [45].

3.3.2. Relations. Previous work describes VA tools as black
boxes that can handle input and output information [26].
Following up on this, we define data sources to be either
initial input or resulting output information of a VA tool
that may be stored in a data format. Hence, with multiple
tools, it is obvious that there are multiple possibilities for
inputs and outputs. Therefore, we consider four key relations
between data sources and VA tools.

The One-to-One Relationship provides each tool with
exactly one data source. This is the simplest use case that
could be used for the initialization of a VA tool or the

transport of output data between two subsequently used VA
tools.

The One-to-Many Relationship is applied when multiple
data sources are used by a single VA tool. For this to work,
data transformation such as merging between the data sets
needs to be applied for all used data sources. This problem
gets increasingly hard with a multitude of data formats.

The Many-to-One Relationship refers to one data source
that is used by multiple tools. Clear communication between
the independent VA tools about the chronological order is
needed, as simultaneous access to information can lead to
problems with multiple versions of the same data source.

The Many-to-Many Relationship is essentially a combi-
nation of the two previously discussed relationships, where
multiple data sources are used by multiple VA tools.

3.3.3. Directionality. Another important aspect for the data
exchange is the direction of the communication process,
which we describe to be either unilateral or bidirectional.

For the Unilateral data exchange, data is transmitted
exclusively from one VA tool which is the sender, to another
VA tool, which is the receiver of information. A simple
example for this would be the data exchange between tools
with single functionality such as simple command-line tools
or data format converters that are used only once, without
the need for specific parameter adjustments. Therefore, data
is just passed through in one direction of the toolchain.

The Bilateral data exchange, on the other side, offers an
open communication between VA tools in both directions.
This corresponds to continuous analysis tasks with frequent
parameter changes such as the parallel display or dynamic
switches between VA tools. Example use cases are data
exchanges between multi-functional tools that offer the right
parameters for a comparative or advanced visualization of
information.

3.4. Chronology Characteristics

As data exchange, especially for big data visualization,
is a time-dependent task, it is necessary to schedule the data
transfer – an aspect that is often conveniently left out of the
discussion [46]. Therefore, we need to answer the questions
When is the information exchange planned? and When is
the exchange executed?

3.4.1. Timeline. We define the timeline for the data ex-
change process between two VA tools as a planned execution
of different data transfers. A data transfer is thereby the
process of passing portions of the data from one VA tool to
another. We define this process to be either synchronous or
asynchronous.

The Synchronous Data Transfer is performed, if both VA
tools are available for sending and/or receiving data at the
same time. This requires an open communication channel
that is not closed during the exchange process.

The Asynchronous Data Transfer allows a delayed data
exchange, where both VA tools are available for sending



Aspects Characteristics

Content Data Set: a collection of values, items or facts

Data Descriptors: data about a collection of values, items or facts

Formats Structured Data: follows a predefined data model

Unstructured Data: follows no predefined data model

Quantity Full Data Exchange: exchanges the entire data in one big chunk

Segmented Data Exchange: exchanges the data in multiple chunks

Delta Data Exchange: exchanges only a modified delta partition of the data

Operations Input / Output: exchanges data between tools to perform their basic operations on

Modification: exchanges data to reflect changes

Updates: exchanges data to incorporate new information

Synchronization: exchanges state changes (selection, bookmarking, etc.) of data

Infrastructure Centralized Architecture: exchanges data through a single, unified platform

Decentralized Architecture: exchanges data through a variety of different mechanisms

Cardinality One-to-One Relationship: data is initiated or exchanged between two tools

One-to-Many Relationship: data from one tool is exchanged with multiple others

Many-to-One Relationship: data from multiple tools are exchanged with a single tool

Many-to-Many Relationship: data from multiple tools are exchanged with multiple other tools

Directionality Unidirectional Process: data is exchanged exclusively from one to another tool

Bidirectional Process: data is exchanged both ways between two tools

Timeline Synchronous Process: data is sent and received at the same time

Asynchronous Process: data is sent and received at different times

Order Pull Strategy: data exchange is initiated by the receiving tool

Push Strategy: the data exchange is initiated by the sending tool

Restriction Full Access: data can be freely exchanged between tools

Restricted Access: data exchange between tools is throttled or otherwise constrained but still possible

Access via Bypassing: data is not meant to be exchanged and needs to be exfiltrated/infiltrated using workarounds

Retention Persistent process: exchanged data remains available at any later point in time

Transient process: exchanged data is only available for the duration of the exchange
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Figure 2. Our taxonomy for the characterization of data exchange between independent tools. Each aspect is thereby included in one of the five categories.

and/or receiving data at different times. This communica-
tion is usually established by the system’s infrastructure,
allowing data to be prepared for subsequent analysis tasks
(e.g. initiation of start-up processes). The effectiveness of
this approach is limited to the number of VA tools used
during an analytical task, since performance can be affected
by the high number of different simultaneous preparation
steps.

3.4.2. Order. While the timeline of the data exchange pro-
cess is used to plan the execution of the data exchange, there
are also different strategies for the status of the data during

the execution order. Di Lorenzo et al. [47] mentions two
strategies that are based on the invocation of said VA tools.

The Pull Strategy is based on frequent and repetitive
requests that are initiated by the receiving VA tool – e.g.,
in a data-flow model, an idle operator would poll its pre-
decessor(s) in the toolchain for new data to work on. The
polling frequency should thereby set to be lower than the
average update frequency of the data source itself in order
to control the amount of performed operations.

The Push Strategy, on the other side, is initiated by the
sending VA tool – e.g., in a data-flow model, an operator
that has completed its computation would send off its results



to its successor(s) in the toolchain. If the successors are not
known to the operator, a central broadcast to all operators
may also be possible where the individual operators then
decides itself whether to accept or decline the data.

3.5. Availability Characteristics

So far, we considered data exchange as a process by
which a receiving VA tool obtains information from a send-
ing VA tool over the system’s infrastructure. However, in
order to carry out this process, we need to cover if data is
even available for the exchange process by answering the
questions of: Which data can be accessed? and For which
time period is the access granted?

3.5.1. Restriction. Data can be obtained in many different
ways, whether it is through a file system or databases,
by adding data values as URL tokens or as inter-process
communication. However, data may not always be available
due to security restrictions.

In the case of Full access to data sources, information
can be freely exchanged between tools over the system
infrastructure.

However, sometimes Restricted access might be applied,
so that data exchange is throttled or otherwise constrained.
One way of relaxing this restriction are tool-specific appli-
cation programming interfaces (APIs) through which data
can be requested and sent.

For otherwise proprietary applications, data retrieval is
possible through access by bypassing. This applies to all
situations, where data is not meant to be exchanged, so
that minimally invasive workarounds like screen poking
and screen scraping [48], [49] need to be applied. While
screen poking is used to generate synthetic mouse and
keyboard events for inputting data as if done manually,
screen scraping is used for the opposite direction of extract-
ing information from an application’s UI. If no structured
information about the screen contents are available, this can
be done via OCR and image processing [50]. Yet if such
information is available – e.g., the Document Object Model
(DOM) of a website – an extractor or wrapper can be used
to find and obtain the relevant information [51]. Another
way of information retrieval is the parsing of rendered user
interfaces [48] to extract content types from similar visual
features in the synchronized views. Examples of toolkits for
scraping data from different sources are the combinations
of Firegoose [52], and the Gaggle Tool Creator [53] or
SideCache [54] and SideKick [55], which are used in the
biomedical domain.

3.5.2. Retention. Beside access restrictions to data sources,
there is also the problem of time-dependent availability as
the retention of data might differ during the analysis task.

Persistent Access is granted to a VA tool in order to
keep data available at any later point in time. The data is
thereby only modified by the VA tool, which requested the
access until all needed operations are finished. This ensures
a consistency of the selected data within a VA tool. However,

this behavior will lead to conflicts, if the data is shared
between multiple VA tools.

Transient Access is granted to a VA tool for the duration
of the exchange process itself. An example for this would
be a unidirectional analysis process with a sequential use
of multiple VA tools one after another. In this scenario,
it is not necessary to keep access to a data source, as the
analysis tasks enforces a subsequent execution of VA tools.

In summary, we have introduced a taxonomy with five
categories to classify the data exchange between indepen-
dent VA tools. The categories capture what kind of data is
why, where, and when exchanged, and which type of access
is granted for the tool. Each category describes particular
aspects of the data exchange independent of the underlying
technology (see Figure 2).

4. Demonstrating Examples

In this section, we showcase how our taxonomy can be
used to describe the data exchange in existing multi-tool VA
setups, as well as its ability to pinpoint those data exchange
characteristics that require changes if new features are to
be realized. To that end, we discuss three visual analytics
frameworks: the open-source library ReVize, the toolchain
editor AnyProc, and the visualization and monitoring frame-
work Plant@Hand3D.

4.1. ReVize

Our first example is the open-source library ReVize [56]
that can be used to add data exchange capabilities between
different web tools using the Vega-Lite visualization gram-
mar [57]. The ReVize framework makes use of the fact that
Vega-Lite is able to declaratively describe certain aspects
of the visualization toolchains from preprocessing the data
to its mapping onto visual elements. This way, changes
to any part of the visualization are reflected in the same
visualization description, which simply gets updated and
amended accordingly.

4.1.1. Classification. What kind of data is exchanged?
ReVize exchanges data sets without metadata in full. The

data is exchanged as JSON and thus semi-structured.
Why is data exchanged?
ReVize specifically supports the import and export of

visualizations to be used or modified in otherwise closed
web tools that were originally not designed to handle Vega-
Lite.

Where is data exchanged?
ReVize makes no assumptions about the infrastructure,

relationships, or directionality of the data exchange.
When is data exchanged?
ReVize makes no assumptions about the timeline or

order of the data exchange.
Which type of access is granted to the tool?
ReVize requires full and persistent access to the Vega-

Lite description defining the visualization. Even if a VA



Content Formats Quantity

Data Sets without Metadata Semi-structured Data Full Data Exchange

Operations

Import, Export and 

Modification

Infrastructure Relations Directionality

Timeline Order

Restriction Retention

Handles full access Persistent access required
Availability Characteristics

Topology Characteristics

Chronology Characteristics

Data Characteristics

Function Characteristics

Figure 3. Classification of data exchange using ReVize

tool merely changes some data values in the data object of
a Vega-Lite specification, ReVize needs to parse this object
in full and re-insert the changes afterwards.

4.1.2. Discussion. As a library, ReVize has one very specific
goal: to handle the data input/output of Vega-Lite based
visualization descriptions. Hence, it does not provide or
specify any concrete means of actually getting the data from
one VA tool to the next – see Figure 3. This way, one can
even use the manual exchange of data via the clipboard
as a lightweight possibility to couple VA tools via ReVize.
Its versatility of integrating with any such means of data
exchange makes ReVize a good fit for very heterogeneous
ensembles of web-based VA tools in which no single mode
of data transfer can be established.

One starting point for future extension of ReVize is to
replace this approach with an automated one that allows for
versioning of the exchanged Vega-Lite specifications, and
thus for a cross-tool undo mechanism. Revisiting Figure 3
for this scenario points to the following changes:

Function Characteristics – Operations: The exchange mech-
anism needs to support update and synchronization oper-
ations, so as to inform VA tools about new versions of
data sets and about roll-backs to an older version.

Topology Characteristics – Infrastructure: A centralized ar-
chitecture will be necessary for the versioning. E.g., a Git
server could be used to provide this functionality.

Chronology Characteristics – Timeline: The whole idea of
versioning implies a synchronous data transfer to ensure
that data updates (new version, or undo to an older
version) are taken into account as they happen, so that
all VA tools work on the current version of the data.

4.2. AnyProc

Our second example is a prototype application for the
configuration and execution of toolchains – i.e. AnyProc
(analytical Process Constructor). It provides a visual editor
that allows us to couple data sources and VA tools as nodes
of a directed graph. The created toolchains can further be
saved to be executed in a step-by-step manner. The data
exchange between the linked VA tools is based either on

loading data from a data source or transferring data from
a previously executed VA tool to the next one. A first
version of AnyProc is available under Public License as a
download on the Website of the Visual Computing Research
and Innovation Center [58].

4.2.1. Classification. What kind of data is exchanged?
AnyProc makes no assumptions about the content or

formats of a data source, but instead uses references to the
connected VA tools to import the connected data through
independent commands. Data is exchanged as a whole.

Why is data exchanged?
The core idea of AnyProc surrounds the import and

export of data sets between independent VA tools. Thus,
no other operations are considered for the visual analysis
tool as modification is only done within each independent
VA tool and further exported as a new data source.

Where is data exchanged?
Information in AnyProc is exchanged without any cen-

tral infrastructure by linking data source and tool nodes
through the graph model. AnyProc makes no assumptions
about the relations or direction of data exchange between
VA tools, since both depend on the output of the previous
VA tools.

When is data exchanged?
The data exchange process is manually started by the

user through a small navigation window to synchronously
push information from one VA tools to the next.

Which type of access is granted to the tool?
Our current prototype can handle any type of local or

remote information as long as there is a compatible VA tool
that has persistent access to it.

4.2.2. Discussion. As a visual editor for the configuration
of analytical processes, AnyProc provides the necessary
flexibility for the loose coupling of independent VA tools.
Therefore, it does not aim to specify data source structures
or operations performed within each VA tools (see Figure 4).

However, the incompatibility of different data source
is a major problem for the current prototype application.
Therefore, concepts of data conversion should be considered
in further development. Revisiting Figure 4 for this scenario
points to the following changes:

Content Formats Quantity

Full Data Exchange

Operations

Import and Export

Infrastructure Relations Directionality

Decentralized exchange 

between tools

Timeline Order

Synchronous exchange Push strategy

Restriction Retention

Handles full access Persistent access required
Availability Characteristics

Topology Characteristics

Chronology Characteristics

Data Characteristics

Function Characteristics

Figure 4. Classification of data exchange in AnyProc



Data Characteristics – Contents & Formats: For the con-
version of data sources, it is necessary to know whether
the contents is enriched with data descriptors or if the
tools are handling pure data sets. Furthermore the systems
requires to know about the used formats for each VA
tool to provide possible conversions for structured, semi-
structured or unstructured data.

Function Characteristics – Operations: Conversion itself is
a modification of data. This aspect needs to be included
in the current data exchange characterization.

4.3. Plant@Hand3D

Our last example is Plant@Hand3D [59], a system for
the visualization and real-time monitoring of industrial man-
ufacturing processes. The three-dimensional model of the
factory site acts as a digital twin, which enables fast switches
between several existing VA tools embedded through inte-
grated application windows.

4.3.1. Classification. What kind of data is exchanged?
Plant@Hand3D exchanges data from enterprise

databases as well as raw sensors data, which are available
as either structured or semi-structured input formats for the
corresponding VA tools. The data is thereby exchanged as
a whole or through delta data exchange.

Why is data exchanged?
Plant@Hand3D aims to model and visually encode do-

main environments by providing an interface that enables
import, modification, updates, and synchronization between
multiple VA tools.

Where is data exchanged?
Plant@Hand3D uses a centralized service bus that offers

a bidirectional communication between multiple VA tools
through One-to-One relationships.

When is data exchanged?
The exchange process is initiated for a synchronous pull

strategy each time a new VA tool is opened up by interacting
with the three dimensional model.

Which type of access is granted to the tool?
Its infrastructure offers a wide accessibility for

databases, web services, and local file systems. However,
data is only used if it is supported by the service architecture
in terms of content, format, and restriction of data.

4.3.2. Discussion. As a comprehensive visual analysis tool,
Plant@Hand3D provides the user with fully specified data
exchange capabilities to model real-world environments in
a digital twin of industrial factories. Therefore, all charac-
teristics for data exchange are described by the technical
infrastructure (see Figure 5). Its organized infrastructure and
visually compelling interface makes Plant@Hand3D a stable
foundation for various usage scenarios. A first step in this
direction is an inherited application for the medical domain
called Health@Hand [60], which provides a module for the
storage of predefined toolchains.

However, the alteration of usage scenarios results some-
times in an unexpected amount of data to be processed.

Content Formats Quantity

Data Sets without Metadata
Structured or Semi-

structured Data

Full and Delta Data 

Exchange

Operations

Import, Modification, 

Updates and 

Synchronization

Infrastructure Relations Directionality

Centralized exchange 

through a service bus

One-to-One and One-to-

Many Relationships
Bidirectional

Timeline Order

Synchronous exchange Pull strategy

Restriction Retention

Handles full access Persistent access required
Availability Characteristics

Topology Characteristics

Chronology Characteristics

Data Characteristics

Function Characteristics

Figure 5. Classification of data exchange in Plant@Hand3D

Therefore Plant@Hand3D would benefit from improve-
ments in performance and interaction feedback. One ap-
proach to achieve this could be the increased use of progres-
sive analytics. Revisiting Figure 5 for this scenario points
to the following changes:

Data Characteristics – Quantity: To reduce the amount of
processed information through progressive analytics, it is
necessary, that Plant@Hand3D establishes a segmented
data exchange.

Chronology Characteristics – Timeline & Order: Beside the
reduction for the spatial reduction of information, it is
also required to make use of the time-oriented distribution
of content. Therefore, a push strategy should be applied
for asynchronous updates in different parts of the system
whenever changes appear.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a taxonomy for the classi-
fication of data exchange between independent VA tools.
To this end, we performed a systematic investigation for
different aspects of the data exchange process based on a
refined definition of the Five W’s Model [28]. We found
data, function, topology, chronology, and availability char-
acteristics to classify data exchange between multiple VA
tools. Our resulting taxonomy (see Figure 2) is therefore
a generalized solution, that describes the problem of data
exchange on an abstract layer without considering the un-
derlying technology. Therefore it can be applied to specific
implementations in order to classify characteristic aspects
and find criteria for the evaluation, comparison, and design
of visual analysis tools. We demonstrated the feasibility of
this approach on three existing visual analysis tools, each
offering a different way for the loose coupling of VA tools.
We discussed the found “space of possible” for each of
these systems to provide ideas for further improvement in
the data-flow model as a first step towards the necessary
bridge between the visual analysis processes and technical
coordination

The comprehensive digital twin Plant@Hand3D [59]
offered a full definition of data exchange through our tax-
onomy, while the prototype application AnyProc [58] and



the description library ReVize [56] had some missing val-
ues for different aspects of our characterization. However,
these gaps are by no means negative as they just show
the clear correlation between the robustness of a specific
solution and the flexibility of a general solution: While
Plant@Hand3D offers a specialized model for data exchange
that is strictly bound to its implementation architecture,
ReVize and AnyProc offer a flexible approach that leaves
some technical challenges unanswered. The discussion for
each of these systems underlines that our taxonomy can be
used to pinpoint those aspects of data exchange that need
to be altered for providing further extensions, like version
control, data transformation, or progressive analytics.

In the future, we envision that our taxonomy can be
enhanced from research communities with different per-
spectives to provide a rich set of characteristics for data
exchange processes. Furthermore, we want to investigate
the dependencies of VA tools and specific usage scenarios
to define rules for the construction and identify possibilities
for the combination or reduction of toolchains. We think that
this approach could support the user by performing tedious
tasks automatically or semi-automatically so that the domain
expert can focus on analyzing information at different layers
of abstraction.
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